CHIME FESTIVAL PROGRAM

[April 5-6, 2018]
[Reva and David Logan Center or the Arts Performance Penthouse]

All events are free and open to public.

April 5, 2018

4:30 PM  Concert
Somi Yoon - Oh Beautiful for 5.1 fixed media
Matt Test - Bloop an operetta in 9 acts for fixed media
Bradley Robin - Consumption for 6 channel fixed media
Sam Clapp - Lost & Found for fixed media
Sonja Li - Leaving Naperville for fixed media
Zhaoyu Zhang - Arrows from Enemy for 5.1 fixed media
Igor Santos - Etudes for piano and synthesizer
  piano: Daniel Pesca
Paul Beckman - Map for MIDI keyboard and electronics
  piano: Daniel Pesca

7:00 PM  Concert: Spektral Quartet
Kevin Kay - reaching for string quartet and electronics
Eric Zurbin - TRIAC for string quartet and electronics
Carolyn Borcherding - Alchemy for violin and electronics
Ralph Lewis - Losing Constellations for string quartet and electronics
Ted Moore - circle for string quartet, tubes, tape, and lights
April 6, 2018

2:00 Concert
Michael Flynn - *Wobble* for percussion and electronics
   percussion: Evan Leffert
David Nguyen - *Misprints* for 8 channel fixed media
Evan Leffert - *Principle of Enclosures* for horn, trumpet, and electronics
   trumpet: Samuel Gustavson
   horn: Dominic Hayes
Elliott Lupp - *Thanks for a Lovely Time* for live electronics
M.O. Abbott - *I Said Top-Top* for 8 channel fixed media
Dennis Deovides Reyes III - *The Dockyard* for 8 channel fixed media
Dan Dehaan - Laptop Improvisation
Nicholas Cline - *water-witching* for saxophone and electronics
   saxophone: Shawna Pennock

4:30 Colloquium: Amy Cimini, Assistant Professor, UCSD - Maryanne Amacher's Wild Sound

6:00 Reception (Penthouse Lobby)

7:00 Concert: Daniel Pesca and Sam Pluta
Maryanne Amacher - *Chorale No. 1*
Peter Ablinger - *Voices and Piano*
   7. Hans Eisler
   49. Setzuko Hara
   17. Gertrude Stein
   46. Forough Farrokhzad
Maryanne Amacher - *Head Rhythm 1/Plaything 2*
   Teo 3
Peter Ablinger - *Voices and Piano*
   23. Billie Holiday
   1. Guillaume Apollinaire
   2. Bonnie Barnett